We attempted to refine the understanding of an association of Y-chromosomal haplogroup I (hg-I) with enhanced AIDS progression that had been previously reported. First, we compared the progression phenotype between hg-I and its phylogenetically closest haplogroup J. Then, we took a candidate gene approach resequencing DDX3Y, a crucial autoimmunity gene, in hg-I and other common European Y-chromosome haplogroups looking for functional variants. We extended the genetic analyses to CD24L4 and compared and contrasted the roles of disease-based selection, demographic history and population structure shaping the contemporary genetic landscape of hg-I chromosomes. Our results confirmed and refined the AIDS progression signal to hg-I, though no gene variant was identified that can explain the disease association. Molecular evolutionary and genetic analyses of the examined loci suggested a unique evolutionary history in hg-I, probably shaped by complex interactions of selection, demographic history and high geographical differentiation leading to the formation of distinct hg-I subhaplogroups that today are associated with HIV/AIDS onset. Clearly, further studies on Y-chromosome candidate loci sequencing to discover functional variants and discern the roles of evolutionary factors are warranted.
INTRODUCTION
The importance of Y chromosome in human health is becoming more evident with the accumulation of data from disease association studies. The nonrecombining region of the human Y chromosome (NRY) makes up 95% of the total Y chromosome and contains over 78 genes involved in a range of developmental and physiological processes such as sex determination, spermatogenesis, stature formation, enamel formation, immunological responses and behavioral traits. 1,2 Several slowly mutating bi-allelic polymorphisms on NRY can be used to group human Y chromosomes into monophyletic lineages called Y-chromosome haplogroups that have been essential markers for investigating human population histories. 1 Mutations on the Y chromosome ranging from single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to large deletions and inversions have been linked to several diseases such as infertility and cancers. 3 Recently, our group showed faster AIDS progression associated with a European-specific Y-chromosome haplogroup, the haplogroup I (hg-I), in European American patients. 4 However, the same features of the Y chromosome that make it an excellent marker for population structure/history make it rather difficult to identify causative variants in the Y chromosome associated with disease.
The lack of recombination in the NRY makes mapping of a locus/ loci responsible for disease, such as the AIDS progression signal, nearly impossible with traditional approaches, because all genes can be positional candidate genes. In addition, the Y chromosome contains large sections of low complexity, repetitive sequences, making resequencing efforts to detect causative alleles challenging. Therefore, to further investigate the human Y chromosome in association studies, alternative evolutionary and population genetic analyses have been proposed to determine potential disease associations of specific Y-chromosome haplogroups rather than specific Y-chromosome loci. 5 As for any fitness characteristics, Y-chromosome-specific phenotypic variations can be subject to selection. For example, infertility will be subjected to strong purifying selection, whereas weaker selection may be acting on more subtle phenotypic differences, such as the immune response, over a period of time under changing environmental conditions. These selective pressures can leave DNA polymorphism signatures detectable by population genetic analyses.
However, demographic history and population structure will also effect the observed DNA sequence variation and must be considered, so that they do not confound potential disease-based selection signatures.
In this study, we aimed to refine our understanding of AIDS susceptibility associated with hg-I. We first analyzed AIDS progression differences between hg-I subhaplogroups and the phylogenetically closest haplogroup, haplogroup J (hg-J). Previously, we reported faster progression to AIDS outcomes in hg-I compared to the most common European haplogroup R, but did not analyze hg-J. As hg-I and hg-J are sister clades with similar time depths, and likely to have relatively closely related sequence organizations, it is interesting to see if the disease susceptibility is unique to hg-I or common among the hg-IJ clades. Once we clearly identified AIDS susceptibility to be hg-I specific, we adopted a candidate gene approach and resequenced a single-copy, X-degenerate, nonrecombining Y-chromosome locus, DDX3Y, a crucial gene in human autoimmunity, to identify potential functional variants that may influence immune response. The X chromosome paralog of DDX3Y, DDX3X, has been shown to be involved in HIV-1 replication and antiviral activity. 6, 7 We also focused on detecting signals of potential selective pressure on the hg-I Y chromosomes that may indicate that the natural history of this haplogroup was influenced by infectious disease susceptibility/resistance. In addition, we examined the potential effects of historical population size changes and contemporary population structure on the observed distribution of DNA sequence polymorphism on the Y chromosome. For population genetics and molecular evolutionary analyses, besides DDX3Y, we chose another single-copy, nonrecombining Y-chromosome locus with a distinct evolutionary history, CD24L4, an intronless pseudogene of a functional autosomal CD24 gene (on chromosome 6) that retrotransposed after the human chimpanzee lineage split. 8 We expect fewer evolutionary constraints on pseudogenes. Therefore, the selective forces on CD24L4 and DDX3Y are expected to be different, acting as an internal control to allow for differentiation of selective and demographic inferences in our samples.
Although we did not identify a causal variant that can explain AIDS association in hg-I, based on interpreting AIDS survival associations in the context of population genetic analyses, we detected evidence for historical purifying selection, population expansion and substructure that have shaped the observed genetic diversity in hg-I Y chromosomes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study subjects and assignment of Y-chromosomal haplogroups
The origin of individual samples, DNA extraction and assignment to specific Y-chromosome haplogroups were described by Sezgin et al. 4 The Y-chromosome haplotype of each male was determined by typing 10 SNPs (M60, M216, M203, M96, M89, M69, M170, M9, M45 and M207) located on the NRY using the 5¢ nuclease assay (TaqMan Assay-by-Design SNP genotyping products; Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The samples that were combined to form the juxtaposed F* (xI, H, K) group in the previous study were further genotyped in this study for P130 (rs17250887), P124(rs17315772) and P209 (rs17315835) and assigned to respective hg-J and hg-I following the Y chromosome consortium (YCC 2008) nomenclature. 9 The hg-I samples were genotyped for five additional markers, M253, M227, P37, M26, and M223, to define the I1*, I1b*, I2a*, I2a2* and I2b* subhaplogroups (the corresponding YCC 2002 names are I1a, I1a4, I1b, I1b2 and I1C, respectively). The remaining hg-I samples that lacked the derived alleles at these five markers were assigned into the I* paragroup (Figure 1) .
The CD24L4 and DDX3Y sequencing panels consisted of 90 European Americans: 10 samples from each of the haplogroups E, J, K*, R and subhaplogroups I1*, I2a*, I2a2*, I2b* and I*. 
AIDS progression analyses
Progression to four AIDS-related outcomes (time to CD4+ T lymphocyte count of fewer than 200 per mm 3 (CD4o200), AIDS-1993 definition, AIDS-1987 definition and death from AIDS-defining illnesses before HAART use was compared in J and hg-I subhaplogroup seroconverter (date of HIV-1 infection known) subjects using Cox proportional hazard model and Kaplan-Meier analyses as described in Sezgin et al. 4 The Cox models were adjusted for the known autosomal AIDS restriction/susceptibility genes (CCR5-D32, CCR2-64I, CCR5-P1/P1, HLA-B*27, HLA-B*57, HLA-B*35, HLA-B*35Px, KIR3DS1, TSG101, SDF, RANTES and HLA class I heterozygosity) using a genetic propensity index. 10 Statistical analyses were performed with SAS 9.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). P-values reported were nominal and uncorrected for multiple comparisons.
Autosomal marker-based population stratification/substructure discovery 700k autosomal SNP data from an Affymetrix (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA) 6.0 Genechip platform with call rates X95% was available (Troyer et al., unpublished data) to perform a principal components analysis (PCA) by EIGENSOFT package. 11 The distribution of samples belonging to hg-I and hg-J was compared along the top two eigenvectors by an analysis of variance F statistic. Moreover, the eigenvectors were used in AIDS association Cox models as covariates to adjust for potential autosomal stratification. Figure 1) and sequenced with primer pairs listed in Supplementary Table 3 . A 1900-bp low-complexity region between the third and fourth amplicons was not sequenced. The Repeat Masker web server (http://www.repeatmasker.org) was used to identify the repetitive elements around and within the sequenced regions. As both CD24L4 and DDX3Y have highly similar homologs in the genome (CD24 on chromosome 6 and DDX3X on the X chromosome), female samples were used as a control that the primer pairs only amplified the Y-chromosome copies of these genes. All DNA fragments were Sanger sequenced and analyzed by ABI (Foster City, CA, USA) 3730xl DNA Analyzer. Sequence fragments were assembled and aligned with computer program Sequencher, version 4.6 (GeneCodes, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) and MEGA version 4.0. 12 The nucleotide sequence data reported are available in the GenBank databases. The NCBI, Seattle SNPs and ENCODE web sites were searched for previously reported CD24L4 and DDX3Y mutations. Also, the 236 resequenced (accession codes BV678971-BV679207) PCR fragments by Repping et al. 13 were aligned and examined for DDX3Y region nucleotide changes.
DNA sequencing and polymorphism screening
Summary statistics and population genetic analyses
Two estimators, one based on the number of segregating sites in a sample, y w , 14 and another based on average number of pairwise nucleotide differences per site between two sequences, p 15 were used to summarize the nucleotide diversity statistics. To test the neutrality of the polymorphism frequency distribution and demographic equilibrium, we applied Tajima's D 16 and Fu and Li's D* 17 tests. Further inferences of population size changes were tested using Fu's Fs, 18 Ramos-Onsins and Rozas' R 2 19 and mismatch distributions. 20 The significance of D, D*, Fs and R 2 was inferred from the null distributions generated by 10 000 replicates of coalescent simulations without recombination and should be interpreted as the probability of obtaining values equal or lower than the observed values. Parameter estimates and statistical tests were calculated by DNAsp version 4.50.3. 21 The sum of square deviations between the observed and expected mismatch distributions, 22 and Chakraborty's test of population amalgamation 23 were calculated using ARLEQUIN version 3.11. 24 A potential role for sampling bias influencing the D* and D estimates was investigated by sampling hg-I subhaplogroups and constructing 5, 10, 8, 5 and 1 sample populations made up of 1 (individual I subhaplogroups), 2, 3, 4 and 5 (all hg-I subhaplogroups) subhaplogroups, respectively. The D* and D for each constructed sample population were estimated as mentioned above.
RESULTS
Autosomal and Y haplogroup population substructure/ stratification in the study population As human Y-chromosome variation shows high levels of geographic differentiation, disease association studies involving the Y chromosome are particularly prone to population stratification/substructure. Moreover, in European populations the gene variants associated with susceptibility to/protection against AIDS may also be susceptible to population structure. For example, the AIDS protective CCR5-D32 variant shows a north-south gradient in European populations, 25 a trend similar to that of hg-I distribution in Europe. 26 Moreover, the geographical distributions of hg-J and hg-I are also different in Europe, where the hg-J is mostly found in southern European populations. 27 To prevent autosomal population stratification from confounding Y-chromosome-based AIDS association signal, we applied a PCA approach to 700k autosomal SNP data and observed that the distribution of hg-I and hg-J samples were significantly Figure 2 ). Moreover, when only hg-I subhaplogroups were compared against each other, I* differed significantly compared to other subhaplogroups along the first axis (P¼0.02; Figure 2 ). Although the recovered eigen axes were informative about the genomic ancestry differences between the (sub)haplogroups, they were not significantly correlated with the AIDS progression outcome phenotypes (that is, for AIDS-1987, eigen 1: r 2 ¼0.02, P¼0.09; eigen 2: r 2 ¼0.01, P¼0.15) upon a regression analysis. For completeness, we still corrected the Cox models of AIDS progression analyses for these top two most informative eigen vectors.
AIDS progression analyses
There were significant differences between the hg-I subhaplogroups and hg-J samples for AIDS progression, where hg-I subhaplogroups depleted CD4+ T cells and progressed to AIDS 1993 and AIDS 1987 faster (Table 1) . However, the faster AIDS progression signal (compared to the hg-J samples) was not significant for every individual hg-I subhaplogroup, probably due to small sample sizes resulting in lack of statistical power. When all hg-I subhaplogroups were combined (representing hg-I) and compared against hg-J, the significant AIDS progression differences were more evident (Pp0.02 for each AIDS end point; Table 1 ).
In contrast, when the hg-I subhaplogroup samples were compared against each other, the Cox analyses did not show a significant AIDS progression differences between them (Table 1) .
Sequencing to identify functional variants and population genetic analyses of DDX3Y
No mutation in DDX3Y corresponded with AIDS outcome. However, the number of polymorphic sites in and around this gene allowed for population genetic analyses within and between Y haplogroups. There were 14 polymorphic sites defining 13 haplotypes in the full set of 90 European American samples selected for DNA sequencing (Figure 3) . No polymorphism was observed in the coding regions. Only two of the polymorphisms, À2303 deletion (-T2303D) and -A1850G were in the low complexity/repeat regions and all segregating sites mutated only once, thus the data fit the infinite sites model quite well. The deletion site was excluded from further analyses. The summary statistics of polymorphisms in the 15 003 bp of noncoding region are presented in Table 2 . The estimates of nucleotide diversity, negative D result and the lack of polymorphism in the coding region are in agreement with previous reports. [28] [29] [30] Five of the polymorphisms T2766G, G4675A, A9577C, G10682T and C13905T correspond to the binary NRY markers M191, P170, M173, M201 and M198, respectively. The M201 marker was used to assign three of the samples to the haplogroup G.
Excess of singleton mutations in the hg-I samples: selection or population expansion Analyses of all samples (n¼90) showed that six of the polymorphisms were singletons driving negative but not significant D and D* results. However, the more powerful test for detecting an excess of rare alleles, Fs, showed that the number of singletons observed was significantly higher than neutral expectations, suggesting either positive selection or population growth. The samples were then assigned to their corresponding haplogroups and hg-I samples (n¼50) were compared against non-hg-I (n¼40) samples. Although both groups of samples have the same number of segregating sites (S¼7) generating seven haplotypes, in the hg-I samples most of the polymorphisms were singletons (5/7) scaling up to five times more singletons compared to the non-hg-I samples (1/7). The excesses of low-frequency polymorphisms in the hg-I samples were also detected by the rather negative and significant D, D* and Fs values (Table 2) , suggesting either positive selection or a population history out of demographic equilibrium. The conservative mismatch distribution based tests also did not reject the null hypothesis of population growth for any of the haplogroups including hg-I (Table 2) . Interestingly, the unimodality of mismatch distributions was much more evident in the non-hg-I samples (Supplementary Figure 2) , suggesting a larger population expansion compared to hg-I samples. The small and significant R 2 test value in the hg-I samples was also consistent with a recent population growth. Further examination of each I subhaplogroup showed that, except the I*, all others had negative but not significant D, D* and Fs values. The R 2 is a superior test for detecting population growth when the sample sizes and the number of segregating sites are small. However, again, none of the individual hg-I indicated population growth upon the R 2 test. The D, D* and Fs estimates for E, and R samples were also not significantly different from zero and population demographic equilibrium cannot be rejected by the R 2 test. Similar analyses were not conducted in the G, J and K samples as there were no segregating sites. The I* samples, with positive D value, showed the Population genetics of Y-chromosome haplogroup I E Sezgin et al highest haplotype diversity in the hg-I samples, where two distinct haplotypes characterized by C15368T and A16775G were evident (Table 2 and Figure 3) . We also calculated D and D* values for DDX3X (X chromosome homolog of DDX3Y) and CD24 (chromosome 6 homolog of CD24L4) using the HapMap data from 60 CEU samples. The original DDX3X variation data based on 18 segregating sites generated significantly positive D (2.36, Po0.05) and D* (1.68, Po0.05) values. However, it is known that the HapMap genotype data is biased toward high-frequency polymorphisms and excludes singleton changes (http://www.hapmap.org/). After applying a correction for the ascertainment bias in the HapMap data generation, 31 the D and D* values were not significantly different from neutral expectation of zero.
Next, we examined if sampling from nonhomogeneous populations, in addition to population growth, can bias the D and D* results. First, we tested if our samples originated from a single homogeneous population following approach by Chakraborty 23 and compared the observed number of alleles against their expected values given 
Population genetic analyses of CD24L4
An initial DNA sequence analysis of 50 samples (10 from each of the haplogroups E, I, J, K* and R) found an A to G transition at 662 bp upstream of CD24L4 mRNA starting site (ÀA662G, Supplementary  Figure 1) segregating only in the hg-I individuals. The ÀA662G change was in a repeat region characteristic of LINEs. This high LINE resembling stretch of sequence is most probably a remnant of the retrotransposition event that generated the CD24L4 on the Y chromosome. Further sequencing of 10 samples from each of the I1*, I2a*, I2a2*, I2b* and I* subhaplogroups and additional genotyping of 484 samples from 10 haplogroups showed that the derived G allele was found only in the I2a*, I2a2*, I2b* and I* samples, whereas all I1* samples had the ancestral A allele (Figure 1 ). This observation is in agreement with the recently published YCC 2008 Y-chromosomal haplogroup tree 9 in which the P215 marker shows that I2a* and I2b* lineages share a more recent common ancestor with each other than with the I1* lineages. When I2a* and I2b* lineages were combined and compared against I1* lineage in terms of progression to AIDS outcomes, no significant progression difference was observed (P40.3).
DISCUSSION
In a previous study, we discovered faster AIDS progression associated with European-specific hg-I individuals when compared against the individuals belonging to the most common European haplogroup R. 4 A standing question was whether AIDS susceptibility was specific to hg-I or it was also shared by its sister clade hg-J. In this study, using new genotyping data, we first identified individuals belonging to hg-J, the phylogenetically closest lineage to hg-I, and we confirmed the fast AIDS progression signal is specific to hg-I individuals using the hg-J as a reference group. The robustness of hg-I disease susceptibility association to correction for known effects of several autosomal loci and genome-wide allelic variants suggests that the disease signal seen here reflects Y-chromosome-specific loci. Moreover, we observed that none of the hg-I subhaplogroups can account for the faster progression signal alone and the AIDS signal can be best explained due to genetic variants present in all hg-I Y chromosomes. However, we note that generalization of our conclusions to individual hg-I subhaplogroups should be interpreted cautiously given the small sample sizes in some of these groups. Finally, a candidate gene approach of resequencing DDX3Y, a crucial autoimmunity gene, did not identify a causal variant that can explain the disease association. Although resequencing of DDX3Y did not identify a causal variant, the sequence data indicated a significant deviation from neutrality in the frequency distribution of DDX3Y polymorphisms in the hg-I samples. Therefore, we conducted comprehensive comparative evolutionary and population genetic analyses on Y chromosomes belonging to hg-I and other common European haplogroups to examine potential roles of disease-based selection, demographic history and geographic differentiation affecting the evolutionary history of hg-I.
The significantly excess number of singletons observed in the DDX3Y among the hg-I samples can be caused by positive/directional selection or presence of weakly deleterious mutations. However, none Population genetics of Y-chromosome haplogroup I E Sezgin et al of the observed mutations are in the coding regions. It is highly unlikely that these mutations will be advantageous (or weakly deleterious) and give selective advantage (or disadvantage) to the hg-I Y chromosome. It is more likely that purifying selection is acting on DDX3Y. A recent survey of X-degenerate, single-copy protein-coding genes from Y chromosomes representing worldwide diversity also found very little variation in the exons of these genes (including DDX3Y), suggesting purifying selection as the primary factor in the evolutionary history of these genes. 32 Therefore, an explanation is needed for the excess of presumably neutral intronic polymorphisms observed in the hg-I samples. Next, we examined if a population growth model can account for the observed patterns of variation in DDX3Y and applied three more population genetic tests in addition to the D and D* estimates. All of the tests indicated population growth for hg-I, although population equilibrium could not be rejected for the non-hg-I samples. However, individual hg-I subhaplogroups did not significantly deviate from population equilibrium. We acknowledge a sampling caveat that may be inflating the population growth estimators. As we were interested in a thorough genetic investigation of hg-I, we sampled representatives of all common hg-I subhaplogroups for sequencing. Due to the unique topology of Y haplogroup phylogenetic tree, this sampling scheme means that we are more prone to sampling from the tips of the Y haplogroup phylogenetic tree for the hg-I samples, capturing more singleton changes and inflating the D and D* estimates (Supplementary Figure 3) .
The hg-I makes up only around 18% of the European Y-chromosome haplogroups, 26 therefore it is unlikely that hg-I have experienced a more drastic exponential growth compared to the other haplogroups. Moreover, when non-hg-I samples are pooled together, they did not show any evidence of population growth. It is expected that exponential population growth should affect polymorphism patterns throughout the genome. Some studies suggested that the DNA sequence data from autosomes and X chromosome did not show a rapid expansion in Europeans, [33] [34] [35] whereas others argued that the data were consistent with population growth after a past bottleneck. 36, 37 To see what kind of population demography can be inferred from the X chromosome and autosomal homologs of DDX3Y and CD24L4, we calculated D and D* values for DDX3X and CD24 using the HapMap data from 60 CEU samples. After considering for the ascertainment bias inherent in the HapMap genotype data, we cannot reject demographic equilibrium hypothesis for these loci. However, we note that Northern European descendant HapMap (CEU) DDX3X and CD24 results may not be representative of genotype variation in all European populations. Adequate sampling of geographically diverse European populations and unbiased resequencing are crucial for understanding the demographic history of European populations. 38 Due to biological forces (such as drift) and cultural practices (such as patrilocality), Y chromosome shows the most geographically structured variation pattern in the human genome. Recently, high levels of population substructure within European populations have been shown using high-density marker studies. 39, 40 How much of this European population structure can be traced by Y-chromosome haplogroups is currently unknown. Hg-I shows strong geographic differentiation in Europe. Subhaplogroups I1* and I2b* are mostly found in north and west Europe, respectively. I2a* is most frequent in Eastern Europe and Balkans, whereas I2a2* is the predominant subhaplogroup in Sardinia. 26 Our high-density autosomal marker analyses with European descendant Americans suggest that there are genome-wide allelic differences between hg-I and other haplogroups and within hg-I subhaplogroups. These differences may be tracing the different geographic origin of European American individuals with different Y (sub)haplogroups.
A different and more complex population and demographic history within the hg-I subhaplogroups was also evident. For the DDX3Y region, the I* samples had at least twice the number of segregating sites and more than three times the haplotype diversity compared to the other I subhaplogroups, where two distinct haplotypes were evident. Also, the positive D estimate in I* samples was in the opposite direction compared to other subhaplogroups. These observations suggest that I* samples represent an older and/or more mixed population compared to other hg-I subhaplogroups that is in demographic equilibrium. Moreover, the presence of CD24L4 ÀA662G change in I2a*, I2b* and I* samples suggests that either this mutation originated independently on the I2* and I* Y chromosomes or that, at least some, I* chromosomes share a more recent common ancestor with the I2* clade. The first scenario of recurrent mutations on different Y chromosomes is unlikely given the low mutation rates observed on the Y chromosome and lack of observation of any other change on other examined (older) haplogroups (as they have existed for longer periods of time they would have had more chances to accumulate mutations). The paragroup I* is a collection of hg-I Y chromosomes defined by the lack of derived I subhaplogroup markers. Although the paragroup represents the oldest hg-I lineages, it makes up only about 5% of the hg-I in European populations 26 and has not been thoroughly studied. Highest frequency I* samples are found in southwestern Europe (2.9-5.8%) and Balkans (3.6%), the most probable last glacial period refuge areas of I1*, I2b* and I2a*, respectively. 26 However, whether these geographically separate I* populations represent a panmictic population or a long-term separated, and structured population is currently unknown. Considering that the high-density SNP data also suggest genome wide allelic differences between I* and the rest of the subhaplogroups, testing a scenario of historic geographical population division for the two major haplotypes observed in I* samples should be interesting using larger samples from Iberian peninsula, western and southeastern Europe.
The participants of this study were self-reported European descendants from the US population. We assumed that we will be able to detect the pre-and post-Neolithic evolutionary factors that had been acting on the European Y-chromosome lineages, without any significant influence of the post-Columbian expansion in the New World. This should be a reasonable assumption. First, the mutation rates on the human Y chromosome are rather slow and it is unlikely that there had been enough genetic diversity accumulation on the paternal lineages since post-Columbian expansion in the New World. Second, previously we observed that haplogroups I, J and R made up 17, 10 and 63% of the 2000 Y chromosomes studied from the US population, respectively. 4 These haplogroup frequencies sampled from the US population are rather similar to the frequency distribution of these haplogroups in Europe, not indicating any bias for or against hg-I expansion in the New World.
In conclusion, we present a unique evolutionary history of hg-I, the first human Y-chromosome haplogroup showing infectious disease association. Our analyses suggest that genetic changes occurred on the ancestor of hg-I Y chromosomes, after its split from its sister clade hg-J, may be responsible for AIDS susceptibility. However, we were not able to identify a causative locus. We also observed that even within a continent, Y chromosomes belonging to the same haplogroup may have very different life histories representing their diverse genomic backgrounds. This is an important observation that needs to be considered in designing of future Y-chromosome-related disease association and replication studies. Determining the roles of diseasebased selection, demographic history and population structure during the evolutionary history of a haplogroup is obviously complex. Although AIDS is a recent epidemic and might not have had enough time to affect Y chromosome sequence diversity, overall infectious disease susceptibility might be acting on certain Y chromosomes for longer periods of time. Our analyses could not show a clear selection against (or for) the hg-I. However, this study should be considered as early stages of a relatively new approach and our conclusions should serve as a stimulant for further research.
